Provenance target = encounter?identifier=1

Provenance target=encounter?identifier=encounter/2
Payer 1 provenance is persisted

Recommend Provenance.target via identifier
Jan 1 2022
Regulated plans in the interoperability Rule

Data USCDI = US Core

Optional Member-Directed Exchange

No definition on transport format
No requirement for recipient to convert to FHIR

Future Regs will use FHIR

A member has 5 years after dis-enrolling to go back and request data

HL7.FHIR.US.DAVINCI-HREX\Authorization with Consent - FHIR v4.0.1
Member-Match: Less is more effective

Payer-to-Payer: Start with Patient Access - Move to P2P (Member-match)

P2P Patient Access: Restrict scopes to Clinical (US Core / Pdex)

Provenance: We need a full example of a flow across 3 payers

Provenance: Target using reference by identifier fails on _revInclude

Provenance: Need to show how Transmitter Provenance gets rewritten on receipt by new plan

Interop Rule is about maintaining all the data about a member for 5 years after they dis-enroll

Something for payers to consider: A member has 5 years after dis-enrolling to go back and request data; consider implementing a new FHIR store with a different retention policy

Add your highlights

P2P Patient Access: $everything will it return Practitioner/org/Location

Patient Demographic Profile: include Birthsex and gender. Require only one.

Patient records: How do we handle received Patient records

Will received data be merged into a common data store

Should imported data be retained in a separate Data store and linked to the records in the primary FHIR data store.

Payer registration and scopes
Member-Match: Less is more effective

Payer-to-Payer: Start with Patient Access - Move to P2P (Member-match)

P2P Patient Access: Restrict scopes to Clinical (US Core/Pdex)

Provenance: We need a full example of a flow across 3 payers

Provenance: Target using reference by identifier fails on _revinclude

Provenance: Need to show how Transmitter Provenance gets written on receipt by new plan

Interop Rule is about maintaining all the data about a member for 5 years after they dis-enroll

Add your highlights

Will received data be merged into a common data store

Should imported data be retained in a separate data store and linked to the records in the primary FHIR data store.

Payer registration and scopes

Resources
http://hl7.org/fhir/us/davinci-pdex/
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/davinci-pdex/
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/davinci-pdex/branches/stu2_1.eob/

Provenance
Agent.type = custodian
PurposeOfUse.html

Provenance when
testimonial

Eclipse JIRA Ticket:
http://jira.hl7.org
epdx/branches/stu2_
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/davinci-
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/davinci-
pdex/
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